EthosEnergy Field Services has the equipment, tooling and expertise to handle your most challenging jobs of varying size or complexity. EthosEnergy has serviced the hydroelectric industry performing repairs, maintenance, and overhauls on all makes of hydroelectric turbines for over 45 years.

Our extensive tooling includes service trucks, tool trailers, and containerized tool sets. Each can be uniquely tailored to suit your specific project needs to include laser alignment, optics, hydraulic wrenches and borescopes.

Capabilities Include:

- Complete overhauls
- Valve repair
- Bearing inspection
- Bucket / Runner repair
- Maintenance
- Upgrades/re-rates

www.ethosenergyfs.com enquiries@ethosenergygroup.com
EthosEnergy Field Services delivers a comprehensive, solution oriented service that aims to maximize the life cycle value of our customers’ assets. Our team has the experience necessary to manage rotating and reciprocating equipment repair for your assets by providing support services that will enable safe, reliable and cost effective solutions for your planned and unplanned outages.

Why use EthosEnergy?

+ Wide range of industries served
+ Available 24/7
+ Industry’s most comprehensive Health Safety and Environmental training to mitigate or eliminate workplace hazards, accidents and injuries
+ Formal in-house and external craft specific training
+ Quality assurance auditing and monitoring
+ Extensive network of companies
+ Over 45 years in the industry

What are our other services?

As well as Hydroelectric Turbine Generators services we also specialize in contract field services for:

+ Gas Turbines
+ Steam Turbines
+ Pumps, Compressors, Gear Boxes & Fans
+ Material Handling Systems

EthosEnergy is a leading independent service provider of rotating equipment services and solutions to the power, oil & gas and industrial markets. Globally, these services include facility operations & maintenance; design, manufacture and application of engineered components, upgrades and re-rates; repair, overhaul and optimization of gas and steam turbines, generators, pumps, compressors and transformers, delivery of gas turbines and generators, and supply of overhauled and warranted equipment on a FAST TRACK basis.